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Russian 'revolution from below' 
brings threat of war and coniquest 
by Gen. Paul Albert Scherer (ret. ) 

Gen . Paul Albert Scherer (ret.) ,  the former chief of West 
Germany's military intelligence and counterintelligence ser
vice, is one of the world's top experts on Russia and the 

former Soviet bloc . He visited the United States at the end of 
September, for discussions with Washington policymakers . 
The following is the text of a briefing he gave to the staff of 
the Schiller Institute in Leesburg, Virginia on Sept. 30. It 
was translatedfrom the German by John Sigerson . 

When I was here the last time, six months ago, the situation 
looked quite different than it does now . Already at that time, 
one could recognize that the Yeltsin group could easily lose 
its authority . Then, over the course of the summer, it turned 
out that indeed the Yeltsin group could not continue to exist . 
This was underlined by two important elements of the situa
tion . First was the slow social collapse, which by autumn 
had gone over into misery and impoverishment . And on the 
other side, very gradually there emerged a new enemy image, 
going in the direction of a majority in Russia once again 
becoming anti-western. That, of course, is a process which 
is still ongoing . 

Setting out to evaluate the situation today, on Sept . 30, 
we note that we have a quantum jump, i . e . ,  a very sharp 
change, which has become evident to all over the past few 
weeks . This quantum jump shows up in the fact that the 
revolution from above is over, and that the revolution from 
below has now begun . This means that the old authorities 
have essentially been dethroned, and, as is customary in a 
revolution, new authorities are now coming to the fore . It is 
no longer possible to focus on individual personalities-you 
must not do that, because if you do, you will make mistakes . 

We all have little direct experience with revolutions .  It is 
therefore necessary to glance back into history . We have, for 
example, the French Revolution of 1789-93; we have the 
relatively big Russian Revolution of 1905; and then we have 
the Soviet Revolution from 1 9 17  to 1920-21. When we prop
erly survey our knowledge of this history, we see that jacobin 
elements of extreme political persuasion develop, who at
tempt to push themselves to the fore, and are churned to the 
top. I recall the current example of what is going on in Sibe
ria: Fourteen governors and heads of provincial authorities 
in Siberia have sent an ultimatum to Moscow, in order to 
make it clear that "Either you free the Parliament, or we 
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will cut off your supplies . "  A�d that means, of course, a 
withdrawal of industrial produdts, since a considerable part 
of Siberia is industrially oriented and sends these goods 
westward . 

Who will determine RUSSia's fate 
Regarding this revolutionllo/ shift, there are four great 

social groupings in Russia whiqh can become significant in 
shaping how Russians will be thinking and how power will 
be projected . The first group, I 'fould estimate, is comprised 
of a certain upper layer of 8 millipn people who have recently 
been cast out of power. These ire the old communists who 
made the turn in 1985 in the b�ief that they could surge to 
the top in the Gorbachov era, or else they had already been 
toppled from their former powet . Their disappointment was 
extraordinarily great, and for th¢ir families, the sudden col
lapse in social status was a fateflil blow of the first order. As 
I said, I estimate this group to belS million strong . Remember 
that the membership of the Conp.munist Party, before it was 
outlawed, was 18 million . 

The second group-and her<1 I am not talking about parti
es; indeed, parties don't  exist in that sense; parties were 
permitted and founded in Marc� 1 990, but so far they have 
not gone beyond the formation pf core groups-the second 
group is that of the nationalist�: first, the nationalists who 
want to be normal Great Russillns, as it were, and another 
part which is chauvinistic and �lieves that the Russians are 
the world's  superior people-i . �., their racism has a certain 
arrogance, and as a result of 1,000 years of anti-western 
inculcation, they believe they are basically superior to the 
West, because in their eyes th� West is degenerated . And 
from that standpoint, this group is considerably larger than 8 
million . I estimate that it comprises quite a large number of 
people, from 30 to 1 00 million. who can shape thinking in 
that direction . 

Let us for a moment review �ome overall statistics .  The 
potential magnitudes are: 285 IlI1illion [in the entire former 
Soviet Union], of whom 140 QIillion live within Russia' s  
borders, another 25 million Ru�sians in  the CIS countries, 
and the rest consisting of the almost 1 00 subject peoples 
formerly under Soviet colonial qIle . Therefore our figure of 
30- 100 million is not unreason�ble, and if you compare it 
with the 8 million old communis�, then you see that the latter 
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group is relatively small .  
I estimate [the third group], the reformers , to have com

prised from 3 to 5 million people at the beginning of their 
better days . All the others were only onlookers , who were 
saying, "We' ll see . "  Aside from this group are a number of 
other small groupings which would have been prepared to 
trust the West, and a majority of them were eager to grasp the 
opportunities which friendship with the West might bring . 

Let me now characterize the fourth and last group . It is 
basically a grab-bag of numerous different extremist atti
tudes . In the forefront are the brown-red fascists . Their group 
has experienced considerable growth , and I estimate their 
current size to be up to 10 million . Besides them, there are 
other extremist tendencies, for example those with strong 
fascist coloring who go way beyond what is normal , wearing 
uniforms resembling those of the Nazi SS and so forth . And 
then there is the political emergence of a section of the Cos
sacks, who want to intervene into politics and are forming 
large volunteer armies .  

I have attempted to point out four groups which play a 
significant role in Russians ' attitudes or which influence 
them. I am sure that the reformers ' numbers will dwindle 
even further. It is my impression that they will soon be 
chewed up and spat out . I .e . ,  reform is dead . It has failed, 
essentially because , first, the Soviet system could not be 
reformed.  We must keep in mind that the Gorbachov group's 
so-called Great Experiment proceeded in the direction of 
maintaining the Soviet Union as a non-communist Great 
Power; and when that was no longer possible , they tried to 
present it as a new Great Russia. They failed in both these 
attempts . I would therefore characterize it as a seven-year
long period of experimentation . Its greatest success was the 
"Gorbymania" in the West , and the "Gorby magic" which 
the western media spewed out on Gorbachov's  behalf. 

Failure in western morality 
So we have had to learn that there exist tremendous possi

bilities to influence people on a primitive and naive level , 
and the West succumbed to these . Western civilization as a 
society is relatively difficult to maintain in a moral direction . 
The majority are urged into hedonism, which is based on the 
pleasure principle and on the rejection of pain . And thus this 
society is rapidly drifting downward , and from the present 
standpoint is forced to either interrupt that downward course , 
or to go under. 

It is not out of place to draw our conclusions from these 
two opposite courses. Most importantly , the one course
that of demoralization-has been most evident in the Bal
kans . I maintain that this is where western morality has died 
a silent death . And unfortunately, in fair-weather democra
cies, people only come to their senses when a lot of babies 
are thrown into the well and die . That is a very sad indication 
of our psychological state, and if we were to judge right now , 
I would be inclined to predict that we are going to see a 
relatively great number of dead babies in the well . 
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General Scherer told Washington policymakers that if defense cuts 
continue in the western nations, it is much more likely that we will 
be overtaken by a third world war. 

I said before that we now have a shift from the revolution 
from above , to the revolution from below . And I said and 
emphasized that on the one hand, this has a social origin in 
misery and poverty , and on the other hand is basep on the 
overturning of an image of the outside world, namely, the 
originally positive view of the West, and then the slow pro
cess of its poisonous transformation into an attitude of con
frontation and rejection . The previously indicated four 
groups essentially all share an anti-capitalist bent-including 
the reformers . That is ,  ideologically they have left commu
nism behind-Marxism-Leninism-and have switched over 
to this new posture of so-called anti-capitalism , as a substi
tute secular religion . And as I said above , this has very deep 
historical roots . One can say that we are seeing the result of 
almost 1,000 years of rejection of private property and a 
'collective society, a society which developed the so-called 
mir principle, according- to which the fields and houses be
longed to all , and no one was allowed to hold private proper
ty . All this , of course , developed into a full-blown, modem 
anti-capitalist ideology under Soviet communist pressure . 

The reason why I emphasize this psychological side so 
strongly , is because it is one of the root-causes, and also one 
of the driving forces behind developments to come . And 
that is also why I mentioned the potential magnitudes of the 
various groupings , in order to show you how (believe the 
revolution will take its course . 

In the French Revolution, 1, 1 19 people were brought to 
the guillotine , most of them members of the nobility and 
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intriguers from within the Jacobin camp itself. The Russian 
Revolution of 1905 , on the other hand, was a mass revolu
tion, a reaction to the Japanese victory and the defeat of the 
Russian czarist forces . You may recall that time historically, 
around Port Arthur and the China Sea: The czar's great Baltic 
fleet sails halfway around the world, and within a mere two 
days is pulverized . People are aware that they have to put up 
with huge losses in order to support the empire 's eastward 
expansion. But at the same time, serfdom still had not been 
abolished, and the masses went into the streets . There are 
considerably more casualties than in the French Revolution; 
and then in 1917-20 , the numbers climb into the millions . 

My prognosis is that the modern revolution from below 
which has now gotten under way, will claim the greatest 
number of victims in comparison to all these other revolu
tions . The power of the great forces at work which I have 
described, can only be evaluated correctly when we take the 
Russian mentality into account . The Russian mentality is the 
product, on the one hand, of this I,OOO-year anti-western, 
religious influence emanating from Constantinople-the old 
Byzantium-and second, in addition to this purely Byzan
tine, anti-western Third Rome mind-set, comes the rejection 
of all other possibilities in the wake of the Mongol invasion . 
The 240 years of Mongol occupation-from I i40 to 1480-

General Scherer'S record 

In numerous visits to the United States during the past 
several years. General Scherer has briefed senators. con
gressmen. and the press on the crisis in Russia. warning 
them. "Keep your powder dry!" Here are some of his 
forecasts . All were given in press conferences at the Na
tional Press Club. except for the last. All were translated 

from the German by Webster Tarpley. and were published 
in EIR. 

April 29, 1989: The Russians "have not trodden the 
path of western civilization for the last 400 years . There
fore, we must doubt the ripeness of the Soviet population 
to adopt democratic ideas as we have them in the West . 
There will be blood raining out of heaven in the Soviet 
Union in the coming period . "  

Oct. 18, 1989: "If Gorbachov and his group are able 
to survive into the summer of 1990 , they will then be 
ousted in one way or another. . . . I am convinced that 
Gorbachov will fall, he will trip, he will stumble, in the 
same way that I predicted that Honecker would be out. I 
would add to that the prediction that Poland, for economic 
reasons, even with western aid, simply will not make it . "  
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brought with it the mass experience of Mongol terrorism, and 
thence derives the hardening of! the Russian mentality in its 
fight against this highly oppress�ve domination . You have to 
be aware that whenever a village had not paid its tribute, 
they would immediately burn down all the houses, hang the 
women and treat the men accordingly, and also kill all the 
children. 

Thus we have two moments Within Russian history which 
are crucial : Orthodoxy versus $e western Rome, deriving 
from the schism between the Latin and Byzantine churches
both of them Christian, but cOlDpletely differently consti
tuted . The western Roman pop¢ is rejected, and with this, 
the East is cut off from the We$t . And from then on, there 
was no new opening until the s�ort period under Peter the 
Great, and during the brief reigns of some other czars . But in 
every case, they were always �ushed back by Orthodoxy, 
i . e . ,  by the Orthodox Church: I "Shut the windows, close 
yourselves off! This is a hostille world, and we can only 
conquer it by destroying it . "  This ideological heritage was 
carried forward. In 1904 , Lenin lieveloped these ideas while 
he was in Switzerland-already jby then he had fled into the 
underground to become a super-4lgent-and from his station 
he acted to play on the powerful I force of anti-western senti
ment, using it to drive his strate�y . 

May 16, 1990: "The year 1990 is decisive, and not 
any successive or later year. I WOUld say that if Gorbachov 
proves to be incapable of using these last chances that are 
still offered [giving up control pver the Baltic states
ed. ], or if a successor group tp the Gorbachov group 
proves to be incapable of exploiting these opportunities, 
then my prediction is a civil w� in the Soviet Union, 
under extremely bloody circumstances that will last from 
three to four years . "  

June 5,1992: " I  don't  think we're going to be able to 
avoid civil war, either in Russi. or in Kazakhstan, and 
especially not in the Muslim sou�ern belt . "  

March 26, 1993, briefing to the Schiller Institute in 
Leesburg, Virginia: "The Yeltsin crew has reached the 
end of their rope . . . . Tying this into the situation in 
the Balkans and the experiences ithere, this means that if 
tomorrow, or in a month, or perhaps in two months, the 
question of power is posed, namely, when entirely new 
forces push themselves to the fore, as in a revolution, and 
a change of power occurs-a juuta replacing the Yeltsin 
group-what do you have? It is icertain that under those 
circumstances there would exist an inclination in the Great 
Russian mentality to resume a position of opposition to 
the West . . . .  The illusions of a long period of peace, 
the illusions of no more nucleru: war, the illusions of a 
pleasantly disposed East which I will come over to. our 
ways, all these illusions have now blown up in our faces . "  
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After Yeltsin goes 
Coming back now to this new revolution , we can see that 

the new people who will come in after the Yeltsin group, will 
necessarily be more extremist than anything that has come 
before . What is available to them? What is a driving element 
for the revolution from below? It can only be this underlying 
Great Russian attitude , and they can only attain their goal of 
reaching the masses by showing them that "we aren't  going 
to resurrect the Soviet Union , but rather the union of all great 
parts of Russia. " That means that the new revolutionaries
i .e . , the revolutionary leadership group or the elite which is 
churned to the top--must do something to get the masses on 
their side . We don't need to puzzle very long over what that 
might be . There are two possibilities , and they will probably 
use both of them. 

First [pointing to a map of Eurasia] , here is Ukraine . In 
the Don River Basin there is a rather strong Russian contin
gent . We have 54 million people living in Ukraine , and 12 
million of those are Russians. The preponderance of the Rus
sian population is located to the east of Kiev , and as one 
proceeds westward, the proportion of Russians gets progres
sively smaller. Thus , the Russians have a claim there , and 
can insist that "we're going to liberate our 12 million Rus
sians . "  

Second, some 60% of the coal reserves of  the former 
Soviet Union are located in this Don Basin area. The Russians 
can convince their various people that "we just can't do with
out this territory . We can't  leave it in Ukrainian hands . "  

Third-something which immediately convinces every
one , wherever they may be , whose heart throbs for Russia , 
especially members of the older generation-is the return of 
Crimea and the Black Sea coast . It is a convincing argument 
when these new revolutionaries say , 'This is what Peter the 
Great took back from the Turks ! So we have a right to be 
back on the Black Sea coast . And the Ukrainians have no 
right to say that this stretch of land shouldn 't  be Russian !"  

These are three quite convincing backdrops to  the pros
pect that misery at home will be recompensed by moving 
outward . Thus we can assume that the Ukrainian war-Rus
sians against Ukrainians-must be coming very soon, be
cause it is a signal for all Russians: "We are recreating the 
union , and we're going to make our western front, our west
ern territory , whole again . "  

This means that with this recreation of the western territo
ries I am also including the Baltic states . For four years 
now-you can read it anywhere in the newspapers-it has 
been clear that all national Russian forces have been de
manding the Baltic states back . The little countries of Esto
nia, Latvia, and Lithuania are really quite sparsely settled . 
None of them has more than 4 million people--one has only 
2 .5 million-and they are heavily russified, hence a good 
proportion of their residents are newcomers . All retired offi
cers of the Baltic fleet and the Western Army have settled 
in the old villa neighborhoods formerly owned by western
oriented local citizens , especially in Estonia and Latvia . 
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They're living there now, and they are demanding that this 
keep on being Russian soil . They $"e complaining that they 
have to learn the old language, or t() put it better, learn what 
for them is a new language . 

Thus , my evaluation proceeds first from the assumption 
that warfare will shortly begin ag�inst the Ukrainians , be
cause otherwise no revolutionary group will pull through or 
succeed; and they must be successfpl , even if the people are 
starving . Second: There are now opportunities to copy from 
the experiences in Serbia. Westernlcivilization ' s  worst mis
take was when it raised the flag of oowardice in the Balkans , 
because now the copy-cat criminals are entirely justified in 
saying in all sobriety , "Nothing can happen to us .  The West 
is too weak. They are basically degl!nerate , soft, cowardly . "  

To that extent we  can assume that both territorial changes 
will soon get under way with warlike means. I am not a 
soothsayer who can tell you the exact day , but a serious 
analyst , one who says what could happen in five to six 
weeks-that would be in November-what would be possi
ble . I can briefly describe what it would look like . A standard 
winter war would not be necessary 1 and so it would be possi
ble any time from November up to next spring . This will 
depend on how strong the Russian imilitary forces are which 
allow themselves to be turned id the revolutionaries' di
rection . 

The decisive role of the Ar�y 
Here we arrive at the very impo!rtant realization that there 

has been a drastic break with what tj.as corne before . Namely , 
for the first time since the 19 19-2Q civil war, an official call 
has been issued [by Aleksandr Ru�skoy] to members of the 
Armed Forces to disobey orders . 

It is extremely important in ev�luating this development, 
to know that the Russian Army i� especially trained in un
swerving obedience; the usual purlishment for disobedience 
is death, and acts of disobedience are avoided, insofar as 
volunteer and career soldiers are coPcerned. A big distinction 
must be made between them and the draftees .  Some 70% of 
all draftees run away within thre4 to four years . They can 
always disappear somewhere intoithe vast countryside , and 
no one notices them, because thF normal structures have 
crumbled . There is still a huge bureaucracy ,  but it's not the 
same as it once was . Now there is no militia, and thus no 
police who can go after people with the old harshness . There 
are mafia conditions , and there is the black economy . 

Thus , as I said , we are confroqted with a destroyed soci
ety , and from this standpoint , it is quite an easy matter to roll 
up the entire society and lead it intP dictatorship, in effect . 

What we need to think about n�w in order to see correctly 
into the future , is: What options icould actually be carried 
out under the circumstances I have described? I repeat: The 
Army , the last element of order, is bow forced by a poisonous 
call to consider where it and its ldyalties lie , and within the 
coming weeks will have to deternjline which way it will go. 
To put it even more precisely: Thl! Army-the infantry, the 
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Air FQrce, the Navy, the bQrder troQPS, and the sQ-called 
OM ON troQPS (these are dQmestic security troQPS resPQnsi
ble to' the InteriQr Ministry)-are all being subjected to' a 
process Qf fragmentatiQn set Qff amQng them by the mQst 
highly decorated Qfficer Qf the Afghanistan war. I 'm an an 
Qld sQldier myself; I knQw what's at stake here, and fQr 40 
years and IQnger I have studied the Russian Qr SQviet Army 
and sO' fQrth . This is an absolutely new develQpment, whQse 
cQnsequences we will Qnly first experience in the cQming 
days and weeks . 

It WQuld be tea-leaf reading fQr anyQne to' say right nQW 
which way the variQus parts Qf the Army are gQing to' gO' . It 
is certain that there will be widely divergent paths: the Air 
FQrce, the tank CQrps, the missile troQPS, the Navy-fQr 
example, thQse in the Black Sea fleet, large numbers Qf whQm 
have SWQrn Qaths Qf allegiance to' the Ukrainians, but whO' 

Gen . .{1leksandr Rutskoy has issued a series ojlifl�ate
ments calling upon soldiers to oppose.the Yeltsin re,. 
gime. The following decree, "Ont�e Ne,utra)ization 01 .. + 

Anti-Constitutional Actions,;' was release4 · omSept.,e. 
29. Rutskoy signed it as Acting President and Com
mander in Chief of the Russian Federatipn (R.F.) .. 

In Qrdet to neutralize anti-cQnstitutiQnal actiQns, Ihave 
decided: .. 

1) tq urge the R.F. Defense Ministry, cQmmanders 
in chiei Qf all branches Qf mi1!�ary, cQmOlanders Qf.; 
military regiQns and fleets, cO'mmanders O'f fO'rmatiO'ns 
and units tq undertake necessary actiO'ns in respect .to 
thQse whO' viQlated the Co'nstitutiO'n ·Qf the R..F. , the 
lawO'f the R. F. and their Oath . 

2) to' recomOlend all set;Viceinen O'f the De{�qse.+. 
Ministry O'f the R.F., the Interior Ministry O'fthe R.F., 
the Ministry Qf Security O'fthe R.p. to' stri�tlyfO'UO'W 
in their actiQns .the CQnstitutiO'n O'fthe R.F., the law O'f 
the R.F. and their O'ath. 

Serv�cemen Qf the Ministry Qf Defense ... O'f R.F. , 
the Interior Ministry O'f the R.F. and the MiniStrY of 
Sefurity Qf the R.F. whO' were fQrced t�carry O'ut 

illegal and criminal O'rders but whO' did nO't cause hars� 
cO'nsequences and terminated fulfillment O'f thQse O'r
ders the mO'ment this decree was issued, are f:reed JrQm 

'j,respqnsipility . 
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are nO'w saying, "What are we Russians dO'ing, sticking with 
the Ukrainians? We want to' gO' l)ack!" We will have to' watch 
this develO'pment very carefullyj. 

I advise yO'U especially to' watch the military develQP
ments, nO't because I 'm a fO'rm r sO'ldier, but because this is 
the key to' the periQd ahead . FO'r here we are dealing with the 
last apparatus which remains mO're O'r less intact. And it will 
be O'f crucial impO'rtance wherel it lets itself be led-with O'r 
withO'ut disO'bedience . It is what lwill decide which PO'liticians 
will wield PO'wer, and which revO'lutiO'naries will end up 
seducing the peO'ple. 1 Thus I have attempted to' la� O'ut to' yO'U a cO'mprehensive 
picture Qf the great quantum leap this autumn, O'f the begin
nings O'f the revO'lutiO'n from be O'W, and O'f the PO'isO'ning O'f 
the last QrganizatiO'nal apparatus which up to' nO'w has staved 
O'ff anarchy . And nQW I CQme Back to' the reaSQn why there 
are O'nly twO' O'ptiO'ns fO'r the Ruskians .  

No prospect for democraky now 
There is absO'lutely nO' PO'ssibility that we can expect de

mocracy in the near future . The babushkas, the wO'men, are 
b(jsically. saying nO'w, "We have nO' use fO'r demO'cracy . "  YO'U 
have to' cO'nsider the wO'man's  {>,OI sitiO'n in Russia differently 
thaI;! we WO'uld in. the West . It is sO'mewhat similar to' the 
Italian situatiO'n: The wO'man lias a relatively pace-setting 
functiO'n, despite her jO'b, in sO'eiety and in the family. The 
O'lder she becO'mes, the mO're infl�ence she has O'ver the fami
ly . And these WQmen are all saying, "I 've had enO'ugh O'f 
yQur demO'cracy .  It dO'esn 't fill ur stO'machs, and right nO'w 
we dO'n 't want to' have anything I 0' dO' with this western dev
iltry . "  

YQU must knO'W that the Russians were initially quite 
ready to' accept the West; in dct, they wanted to' kiss the 
Americans' feet. This was a mbst fO'rtunate state O'f affairs 
immediately fQllQwing the shif� in 1985. As I said befO're, 
they had a great curiQsity tQwar� this superiO'r western civili
zatiO'n . It was similar to' what the Russian sO'ldiers experi
enced when they first came to' G�rmany [at the end O'f WO'rld 
War II] : FO'r the first time they saw hO'uses which were nO't 
made O'f WO'O'd, and saw superhighways, subways, etc . De
spite Germany' s  destroyed cO'bditiO'n, they becO'me cO'n
vinced that "this is sQmething entirely different frQm what 
we have at hO'me ."  These same rispectful and curiO'us glances 
tO'ward America, tO'ward the American way Qf life, this basic 
attitude regarding the O'utside WO' Id, to' what exists, was quite 
cO'mpelling . 

And what remains O'f this to'day? This friendship, this 
respect, this O'penness and read·lness to' acquire new beliefs 
after the Qld belief had failed, this develO'pment has been 
slO'wly reversed-after all, it ha been eight years nO'w, dur
ing which Russians have gO'ne th O'ugh unbelievable changes. 
And their mO'st significant impressiO'n nO'w is, "Things were 
better under Stalin than they arel nQW, even thO'ugh that SQn 
Qf.a bitch CQst us 40 milliO'n live . "  And that, O'f cO'urse, is a 
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disappointing development indeed. 

NATO must act 
I will now briefly indicate why I came here. Six months 

have passed. I believed I had recognized that the Russian 
military campaign against Ukraine was imminent, and that 
the Baltic states would be reoccupied. And so even at that 
time, when I was with you before , I saw the possibility of a 
great self-laceration which would last from two to four 
years-a process of so-called self-purging. 

But so far, no one has been purged. All revolutions have 
always stormed the previous elite and removed them, impris
oned them, or put them in front of a firing squad. But this has 
not happened, and thus we must assume that we will have to 
reckon on great difficulties coming up in this conflict. That 
is , the Russian mentality in this form-in its conflict with 
the outside-will assume incredibly harsh forms, and as I 
already estimated , it will mount into the millions. I am as
suming it will be over 40 million , and that there will be 20 
million refugees who will flee over the Polish border. 

And to that extent I have also considered it necessary to 
urge representatives of the U . S. Congress that they politically 
intervene to ensure that four states in eastern Europe (which 
really is now Central Europe, since these are nations with 
ancient cultures) , namely the four former satellite states Po
land, Hungary , the Czech Republic , and Slovakia-that they 
need backup and security for the times ahead. They must be 
immediately accepted into NATO. And I say there is no way 
around accepting this demand and implementing it. 

I know that some NATO states will not want to do that. 
But if this demand, this basic necessity , is not implemented, 
it will set western civilization on a course toward oblivion. 
This also means that the pent-up negative effects of all the 
challenges which are now being responded to dishonestly, 
will then play themselves out. One example: If nuclear weap
ons are used in the conflict between the Ukrainians and the 
Russians , this means that our loss of will has come to roost. 
It is possible that this region will become uninhabitable for 
the next 40- 100 years. It is possible that other forms of war
fare will also be found. Do not forget that the Russians are 
able to conduct war with B and C [biological and chemical] 
weapons. 

I assume you know that up to 1984, Marshal Ogarkov for 
his part wanted to launch his war-planning efforts against the 
West on the level of the three great weapons of those types. 
And he was recalled and fired, because the political leader
ship in Moscow had become convinced that it would not be 
able to survive such a war, because the exhaustion of human 
resources was too great, the possibilities for capital invest
ment had been exhausted , and thus that the necessary finan
cial means and resources could not be deployed, because this 
war would last a good deal longer than 50 days , and the 
Soviet Union did not seem up to it. 

This Ogarkov plan demonstrates that B weapons are 
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available. There hasn't  been any di�armament; the C weap
ons are likewise still there , and Qgarkov, along with his 
general staff , was convinced that the cheapest war would be 
one fought with B weapons. That means we can assume that 
if the coming civil war enters a terrible phase , B and C 
weapons will also be deployed. And perhaps right after that, 
we'l l  see what might be possible in bther theaters. 

I repeat, I 'm no trombone-player in the panic orchestra. 
For 40 years I have attempted quite honestly to do clean , 
serious forecasting, relying on ye/ll'S-long examination of 
over 100 different factors. OtherwiSe you aren' t  doing any
thing , and it is merely tea-leaf reading. And thus I earnestly 
endeavor to ascertain where the wbrst consequences could 
arise-could, because they must itot arise. Prognoses are 
made in order to make people smatter, give them pause for 
thought, and to assist the leadership in making decisions. 
And that is why I have come here. I wanted to make sure these 
four essential requirements are met-I repeat: an absolute 
guarantee of peace and security fot Ukraine's borders; sec
ond, the same for the borders of thb Balkan states , all three 
of them; then the acceptance of th¢se four former satellites 
into NATO, so that their eastern �orders become NATO's 
western line of defense. This red li�e [the eastern borders of 
Ukraine , Poland, and the Balkan sUites] would be the border. 

When you consider that Poland, Hungary , etc. had al
ready issued their requests for NATO membership quite early 
on , this demonstrates that they have a better feel for the way 
things are going. These populations!have always known from 
their own political experience withithe Russians , how to tell 
the difference between playing abqve the board and having 
an enemy underneath it. And so they quite readily recognized 
the Russian strategy in this di¢ction as psychological 
warfare. 

In addition to these two pro�als , I had two others. I 
requested that henceforth no more false signals be sent in 
Russia's direction. That means no more talk of disarmament. 
Disarmament was a bit of wishful thinking following the 
accession to power of General S�cretary Gorbachov , and 
seasoned observers recognized that he was developing a de
ception strategy , since the entire period was overshadowed 
by the heavy demands of the KGBI. The more than six-year 
reign, the experiment of maintaining the Soviet Union with
out giving up the Communist Party , was all aimed toward 
this goal. And thus one can say that we are now being forced 
to completely reexamine all of out assumptions , all of our 
fundamentals. We must recognize that in the revolution , Rus
sia will and must influence the World far beyond its own 
domestic domains. 

I wanted to indicate to you what we can expect if things 
go completely awry. And that is why I have raised the de
mand: Let's stop sending false stnals ! Let 's stop talking 
with words alone; there is no peace; There is also no disarma
ment at the present time; that is the wrong answer to our 
dangerous challenge. And anyone who does not acknowl-
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edge the existence of that challenge , will surely fail . And 
secondly: The truly difficult financial conditions in the west
ern nations must not by any means, as a consequence of these 
terrifying changes , result in further reductions in the defense 
budget. It is clear to me , of course , that a significant number 
of politicians will say , "This Scherer is crazy . What do we 
have left? We don't have any more money, and besides, 
that's the only way we can make further cuts . "  These cuts , 
in my view , mean the possibility that we will be overtaken 
by a Third World War much sooner than we would like . 

The road to war 
And now to the crucial background question: How might 

Great Russia behave toward western civilization? As I said 
before , any revolutionary group which wants to take power 
or is already in power, must achieve certain definite goals ,  
otherwise it is swept from the scene . You know the old 
saying , "The revolution eats its own children ," and it ' s  true . 
That is, the lacobins who are in power will get booted out if 
they are not successful . Now what , in Russians' eyes , must 
be done with the West? The first thing they will do, is to 
force the West to compensate for their poor harvests , through 
cheap money . The price of their grain imports will have to 
be lowered-in short, blackmail , and the West will have 
to go along with it; it's in no position to refuse . That will 
necessarily lead to war. 

Second, the Russians will insist on the right to resume 
great power status , with all the privileges of a superpower, 
even though domestically it remains a second-rate country, 
if not a third-rate developing country , unfortunately ,  under 
conditions of misery and impoverishment . 

Now come the difficulties: If the revolutionary leadership 
groups run out of domestic successes-let us assume they 
have already taken Ukraine , they have reeled in the Baltic 
countries , they have been relatively victorious in the civil 
wars , but their domestic economic position is very unfavor
able and they cannot provide for their people-therefore their 
only option is not only to force the West to deliver, but also 
they will utilize the hostility which the West will exhibit 
under such circumstances , to prove to their own people that 
they are serious about changing the world . In my forecast 
[see the following article] I put it this way: The group will 
come and say , "If the West sends us into Hell ,  we're going 
to take them with us . "  That is the great danger lurking in 
the background if we continue our acts of cowardice in the 
Balkans. 

The West is utterly unprepared 
Today I had the opportunity to meet with ten congression

al representatives or their aides . Eight of them were con
vinced that I am right , but two were less convinced. And I 
believe the great majority in this Congress will not go along 
with it at all . No, these proposals of mine will not be adopted, 
and thus the danger of World War III is much greater . 
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I now come briefly to the West' s  military situation . In the 
best of circumstances , the potential magnitudes are unbeliev
ably small . First, the AmericlUl situation is one of no re
serves . You must know that in the Persian Gulf war, the 7th 
U .S .  Army Corps in GermanYihad to be deployed into the 
war, because there was not a: single division or a single 
brigade in the United States w�ich could be deployed. That 
is the truth , and the Russians abo found out about this later 
on . Second, it turned out that in the Persian Gulf war, the 
United States needed seven m(Jnths to put their arms and 
ammunition into fighting shape-seven months ! In other 
words , it was the first clear-cut l<l>gistical defeat for the United 
States in this entire century . That means we can assume
and I have the proof of this-t�at the Russian general staff 
has clearly recognized these thi\ngs .  So one of the reasons I 
went to Congress was to hear ho!-" the United States will react 
militarily , and here ' s  what I heard: "No one will react or 
deploy NATO forces; no one Will come to the defense of 
Ukraine--except for words . Anli the same goes for the Baltic 
states . "  That means that the wf!stern world is continuing to 
declare its impotence; it just �oesn't  have any troops . So 
much for America. 

And now to Europe . It is no better there . First, Germany, 
which is first in line , currently �as one-third the number of 
combat-ready brigades in Central Europe that it had three 
years ago-one-third ! You ask! why . It ' s  quite simple: The 
Two-Plus-Four Treaty forced $ermany to reduce its troop 
strength from 500,000 down Ito 370 ,000-including the 
NY A [the army of former East Oermany] , small portions of 
which we had to absorb . That Pleans Germany as a whole 
had to reduce its troop stren�th from 750 ,000 down to 
350 ,000. At the same time, because of the new strategic 
developments-because the Soviet Union was dead, and be
cause people were counting on �ace from then on-a reorga
nization of strategic forces ha� to occur, and for financial 
reasons this has now only just b�un. That means concretely, 
without hiding any secrets , that pnly one-third of Germany' s  
former military war-fighting PQtential is available for some 
time to come. : 

Second, almost half of the German population is unwill
ing to allow so-called "out of area" deployments . This atti
tude can be traced back to the western "re-education" follow
ing the 1945 surrender, which of course led to a pacification, 
creating a new, egoistic state of mind . Young people general
ly only think about themselves ; they no longer want to serve 
their country . Germany today has the greatest number of 
conscientious objectors in its history . And from this stand
point, the possibilities for defending the country do not exist 
in the event that there ' s  more in the East than we expect, and 
that there ' s  an incursion . 

Let us briefly review the F�nch situation . It is fraught 
with special difficulties .  They hlllVe only a 12-month period of 
military training . Now , how are,you going to train a modem 
soldier in 12 months? And that ilncludes vacation time-and 
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sleep ! It ' s  impossible . (The Italians have an even shorter 
stint: nine months !) So this is basically only a visitor's pass, 
which is invalid . France is able to put a single corps into the 
field-three divisions . The most combat-ready is the Foreign 
Legion-and most of its soldiers are Germans or Russians . 

I forgot earlier to mention the Cossacks . It occurs to me 
at this point , because we are talking about military potentials .  
Let me quickly insert i t  here . We must recognize that the 
formation of private volunteer armies has been in full swing 
on the Russian scene for about the past year. I don 't know 
who pays them, but they 're there , and they're growing 
strong , and there is an intention to form at least ten divisions 
of them. 

I don't  know if you are familiar with the history of the 
Cossacks . I can only briefly outline it here . In the Middle 
Ages , the Cossacks were runaway sons who were unwilling 
go to into serfdom. From their villages they fled southward 
and formed so-called hetman domains-that is , they elected 
a hetman as their leader, built great war camps , grew their 
own food, bred horses ,  had a large cavalry force, and then 
offered their war-fighting services to the czar or to other 
potentates . They made a living this way , and they were suc
cessful soldiers . In World War I, over four divisions of Cos
sacks were set up , and they excelled in their conduct of 
crucial parts of the war, while the Russian Army had to suffer 
serious defeats because of their outmoded strategy . 

Now Cossacks have turned up in Serbia; they turned up 
in Taj ikistan, they are in Azerbaijan ,  and are fanning out 
over Russia 's entire territory-also in Georgia. That is , we 
can assume that the Cossacks ' readiness to hire themselves 
out as soldiers and to take on any assignment having to do 
with Russia, will force a change in the way the fighting will 
proceed in the civil wars . 

I also had the opportunity to speak with Ukrainians about 
this ,  and I know-I won't name sources-that strong power 
formations are also developing among the Kuban Cossacks , 
who want to build their own section , or more precisely, one 
to two divisions for the Ukrainians. Whether this happens in 
time for the war ahead , I can't say . But in any case it also 
provides the Ukrainian side a strong Cossack organization . 

Now back to France . As I said , their military potential is 
relatively paltry , and is in no way sufficient for fighting an 
actual conventional war. 

The British are even worse off. They have an all-profes
sional army , a significant part of which is stationed in North
ern Ireland, another part on the Liineburg Heath [in northern 
Germany] ,  and other big parts spread throughout those parts 
of the world which remain British-oriented. This means that 
the British , too , are never able to come up with more than 
one corps . 

If we think back to World War I or World War II, all sides 
had far more than 150 divisions . And back then , divisions 
consisted of 20 ,000 men, whereas today's divisions have 
only 10 ,000 . And if you consider that the French now have 
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three , the British four, the Germ�s two, and the Italians 
perhaps two, we immediately get �he point. It ' s  really not a 
laughing matter; it is an absolutely j terrible starting position , 
and the Russian general staff, of Gourse , knows this all too 
well .  

The only advantage for Europei, is that if the Russians go 
to war, they are not going to want ito strike at Europe . They 
need lands beyond their own bor�ers in order to build up 
their own industry . This investme* can only be provided by 
Germany , France , and northern It�ly-perhaps a little from 
Spain , too . Thus we can assume th*t Europe , at any rate , will 
not be engulfed by war, but neve�eless will have to absorb 
the previously mentioned huge nuptbers of refugees , which 
in tum will cause boundless impqverishment and a loss of 
security which there is no way we ;:an quantify at this point . 

The previously cited possibilit� that a group of madmen 
gets into the revolutionary leaderspip , and that the West be
gins to strangle the East, because the West says, "You've 
done this ,  and this , and this ; we 'It not going to supply you 
anymore"-this can actually lead them, in the midst of their 
civil war, to conclude: "So, we' l� take the West along with 
us . "  And this ,  in my view , woulq occur on the level of the 
most modem weaponry , and on ;the level of the cheapest 
forms of warfare . I therefore belietve that entirely new weap
ons , above and beyond those of ttie current nuclear age , can 
come into play . . 

At the same time , however, it ts both possible and proba
ble that the Russian submarine fle�t will be unleashed, to the 
extent that its units are war-ready fIDd deployable against the 
United States .  The statistics :  There are 228 nuclear subma
rines and eight ultra-modem sub�arine cruisers . Each one of 
the submarine cruisers has 120 /Warheads on board. That 
means 1 ,000 of these ultra-high1Power warheads on those 
eight ships alone . And it is the stNorn duty of the crews of 
those eight ships, that they agre� not to come back alive if 
they fire the first shot . Thus, they jrre prepared to accept their 
own deaths . It is a variation of Jali'anese kamikaze warfare . 

I wanted to indicate this in otder to make you aware of 
the dangers under which we willife if we give out the wrong 
answers , and also to question h<pw we can forge ahead so 
blithely into a period which will !be confronting us with by 
far the most difficult challenges. : 

At the same time, I would �ike to add that I am not 
interested in painting monsters oq the wall . The Russians are 
definitely no worse a people thap we are . But they have a 
very unfortunate history, and thtiY have always had an elite 
which has kept them down and limprisoned as slaves , and 
thus they cannot so quickly gro\f into western civilization. 
It' s  not enough to simply drinkj Coca-Cola or eat certain 
hamburgers , or wear these ridi¢ulous pants ; rather, it ' s  a 
question of developing the underiying culture . And the Rus-; 
sians already have their very ow* high culture , on their own 
level . And we , in our western leyes , believed they could 
simply absorb everything-that I they would simply throw 
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their old mentality overboard and become westerners· the 
next day . Both in the Congress and in policy making circles , 
people simply expected that "the Russians have to think the 
way we want them to . "  

We must prevent this calamity 
To conclude , this means we have to recognize that we 

will all be overtaken by a great calamity , over time . I expect 
it will last through 1995-96-97, and up through that time 
things will go worse than they have up to now . So we must 
all make efforts to convince people around us not to continue 
as we have up to now . Your movement has already been 
doing this for years . Indeed, you are a motive force behind 
this development, and I am also helping you in this .  I hope 
you will succeed in getting through . 

I had the opportunity to spend two days with Lyndon 
LaRouche in prison in Rochester, and I went through all 
these situations with him. After reading or listening to my 14 
different scenarios [see following article] , he was convinced 
that these things are being considered seriously, and that 
they are also possible and even probable. He basically sees 
developments in an even more negative light than I do, be
cause he has a better knowledge of western attitudes .  I am an 
expert on the East , and have trained myself to think , so to 
speak, with a Moscow brain; and he is a philosopher and 
scientist who wants to drive western policy forward, and to 
that extent he knows more about the West than I do . One 
must always be ready to see and recognize the talent of anoth
er, and to that extent I am glad to be working with him, and 
I have also promised him I will return to America to visit 
him as soon as the possibility and necessity exists to do so, 
regardless of whether he is free or not . I also expressed my 
wish to him-and also sent a request to the [parole] board
that at the very minimum he be released through the parole 
process. 

Questions and answers 

Q: Today it was reported in the U. S .  media that the Patriarch 
Aleksi of the Russian Orthodox Church has offered himself 
to mediate the dispute between the Parliament and the party 
of Yeltsin . What is the significance of this? 
Scherer: That is a typical signal of the continuing weaken
ing of the Yeltsin group . In my opinion , the Yeltsin group is 
pretty much finished . And here the developments demon
strate that this is indeed so . 

Q: What is the possibility of the Russians' use of electro
magnetic pulse weapons ,  which they have been researching? 
Scherer: I already indicated earlier-I can't do more than 
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that-that on this level, for Seicurity reasons, the Russian 
leadership and general staff dcies not want to reveal what 
weapons it possesses .  This past July, they made a genuine 
offer to cooperate with the Uniteid States to develop so-called 
antimissile missiles in such a w� that the primacy of nuclear 
weapons would be displaced. And America said "no ."  In my 
view, it was an earnest attempt by the Russians to ascertain 
just what they could actually b¢lieve about the Americans, 
and what was merely deception . And they decided it was 
all deception . This will have the effect of poisoning future 
developments for the revolutionary leadership . I can't give 
any particulars on the possibilitb' of electromagnetic weap
ons , because I don't have the sources to substantiate that . 

Q: What is the influence of the �conomic and philosophical 
ideas of LaRouche on this whol� scenario? Can we break the 
scenarios if we spread these ideals? 
Scherer: In my view, you function as yeast within western 
civilization-although this is limited by the time factor. This 
time factor is a time restrictio� factor, since you have to 
assume that the Russians are going to react relatively quickly 
now . Whether these ideas' profdund effects can have a mass 
impact, is doubtful . But they db have an impact among a 
broad layer of people who are npw becoming thoughtful . It 
is my sense that they are having tnuch more impact than two 
years ago , because people are re�izlng , "They were right on 
the mark, they were already sayihg that back then ! The Lyn
don LaRouche. people already 'predicted that ! "  This also 
means that the more unfavorably things go-including on 
the western side-the more pecjple will take note of these 
ideas and realize that you have developed more wisdom than 
others , and that you have acted more responsibly than many 
of the western egotists . 

Q: What is happening in Georgi� with the Abkhazian forces , 
which are supported by forces inside Russia? It would appear 
that Shevardnadze is part of the nt)menklatura. So it might not 
necessarily be that they are trying to depose Shevardnadze . 
Scherer: We must keep in mind that there are no more than 
540 ,000 Abkhazians . The Russi*n side has in effect painted 
them into the rejection comer: "Don't get upset , settle down. 
You don't want to belong to Georgia? We'll help you . "  And 
the Russian Army is being very quiet about it, but is deploy
ing there . Shevardnadze, formet KGB major general , then 
Politburo member in the Georgilan Communist Party, then 
becoming a reform politician and getting installed as foreign 
minister of the Soviet Union and of the transition . From 
there , his warning [in December 1990] about the coming 
conspiracy, and his resignation from the leadership . Sud
denly without any assignment, h¢ allows himself to be sum
moned back to his homeland Georgia, and fights against the 
elected government there . Civil war comes.  The Russians 
see their chance: "This is where we can apply our lever. "  
And the lever was , on  the one hand, Zviad Gamsakhurdia, 
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on the other, the 540 ,000 Abkhazians . And along with that 
came the opportunity in Sukhumi-a beach resort on the 
Black Sea, surrounded by industrial areas-to show: "Hey , 
you Ukrainians ! Watch this ! This is how we're going to get 
our coasts back. "  And so all the developments in Georgia are 
many-fflceted, and I have tried to present them so. 

Q: Can you tell us anything about how the black economy 
is functioning? 
Scherer: At the moment, it' s  the black economy which is 
making it possible to survive . You must realize that . The fact 
that it' s  not a good thing , everyone knows, but it is only 
because it exists that people can survive . A college-educated 
Russian citizen makes about $ 15 a month-for him and his 
family ! What is he to do? So either he has a few old pictures 
hanging on the wall and sells them, or else he moonlights as 
a taxi driver during the time when he really ought to be 
studying-just to take the example of a college professor. 
It' s  even harder for the worker, since he has to deal with the 
bodily exhaustion of working his regular job all day , and on 
top of that he now needs a second job .  The best thing is for 
him to go to the black market , bringing along a few dollars , 
and buy whatever he can through this dollar economy . 

To repeat: The black economy is helping people get 
through these catastrophic things , but the high price is the 
mafia and the rate of criminality . So we have a morally totally 
destroyed society . The police are on the road to corruption . 
If you press some foreign money into their hands , you can 
have anything you want: All eyes will be closed , a car stolen 
in Germany can get a new registration and license plate , etc . 
And so, if there hadn't  been any black economy, someone 
would have had to invent it. 

It 's a crazy situation , but that 's the way it is . You can't 
keep the heads of 140 million Russians above water other
wise-and the majority of them are living in the big cities . 
As a result of industrialization , the megalopolis has become 
the center of criminality and of dangerous living . In the big, 
wide countryside you can still grow vegetables in your gar
den , you can keep a couple of chickens , a goat, or a turkey, 
or a cow, depending on whether you have a pasture , and you 
can survive. Or in vast Siberia you can shoot a couple of nice 
foxes or bears , and you can even get dollars for the pelts . 

I 've simplified it a bit here , but just in order to indicate to 
you that your question is pertinent . A society whose struc
tures have been destroyed always will find some way to 
survive . And it doesn' t  enter into people' s  minds that they 
should forgo something which they need simply to survive
even if they get it at the price of panic . 

Q: Of the four countries that you suggested should be imme
diately accepted by the West into NATO, Poland , of course , 
has just had a change of government, the Czech Republic 
and Slovakia have just been formed, but their applications 
for joining NATO were made before those governments 
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changed . Where does it stand now� 
Scherer: Following the elections� we have a basic trend 
toward the left, this is true , and thu� have arrived at a stronger 
anti-western attitude [in Poland] . �ut do not forget that this 
leftward slide is to a significant d�gree conditioned by the 
growing impoverishment and miserjy . So these were elections 
which went to the left out of frustration . That , however, does 
not mean that people don' t  know �nything about their basic 
security interests . I 

Let me emphasize that the Pol¢s have always been anti
Russian-always ! There is no grtjater attitude of hatred in 
the East , than the historic hatred betjween Poles and Russians . 
Partitioned three times between P�ssia, Austria, and Russia, 
they have no sympathy for the RUfsians . Do not forget that 
Marshal Pilsudski and his troops i  marched all the way to 
Kiev in 1920 , and took the city �it was Russian then , not 
Ukrainian) . The Poles had to put up with Marshal [Konstan
tin] Rokossovsky as their first Polish leader. The nobleman 
Felix Dzerzhinsky , before World War I ,  was an agent of the 
czarist underground organization . When Lenin arrived on the 
scene , he joined up with him and became head of the Cheka. 
I bring this up in order to indicate tqat a small part of Poland's  
elite went over to the Russian sidF-a spat-out minority
whereas the Poles themselves (anqi the Russians know this , 
too) can't  be turned around . 

On top of this , of course , cOII)es the fact that their reli
gious attitudes diverge . The Pol�s are Catholic , western
oriented, loyal to the pope , Mary i followers-i .e . , they are 
very strong proponents of the re�gious orientation toward 
the Virgin Mary , not so much Jesuf , but rather Mary , putting 
an emphasis on the female . So fro$1 this one can assume that 
a return to the Russian fold will not be coming along with the 
leftward slide . 

The Czechs are a western nati9n .  They have never drawn 
the Russian card. In 19 18 they fo�nded their own state , and 
especially cultivated their relatio� with France. They were 
anti-Austrian . They were friendly to the Russians . There was 
a Czech brigade in World War I; th/is grew into a big division , 
and they fought on the Russian�' side in Siberia-that is 
true. But despite that, the Czech �epublic is more strongly 
oriented toward Europe . They h�ve the highest industrial 
standard, and the best prerequisi¢s for providing a normal 
life .  And so I cannot imagine that I they would draw the Rus-
sian card . I 

I 
The Slovaks are absolutely an�i-Russian-they're Slavs , 

but they are basically alpine Slays , mountain people , like 
the Armenians . (Karabakh is als� a large region of alpine 
meadows and mountains . )  And s<i> they have a certain basic 
attitude of independence . So no one in Bratislava is going to 
start up anything with the RussianS . 

And now we come to HungaI}" In 19 19 the Hungarians 
went along with the red revolutton . They poisoned those 
politicians shortly thereafter. Th4y've got 1956 under their 
belts . They are the most anti-co�munist-oriented society of 
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all . And in 1 989 , they also were the first to muster the courage 
to pull down the barbed wire . Indeed , it was they who in 
effect sparked the liberation of east Germany , their basic 
attitude is anti-Russian , and long before the Russians did , 
they had asked to join NATO. 

Q: On the situation in Germany: The Russians have said 
they are going to withdraw troops earlier than originally 
promised. Is this particular situation that you are describing , 
and also the West 's failure to coherently develop an econom
ic program for eastern Germany, going to have an impact on 
this area in a negative sense? 
Scherer: The withdrawal of the Russian elite division is 
two-thirds complete . What remains is the command staff and 
about a third of the troops , about 1 10 ,000. The KGB is 
also still there . This presence is supposed to end (provided 
Germany makes the extra payments) on July 3 1 ,  1 994 . You 
are right to ask whether the military presence of a rump of 
Russian elite troops creates problems in Central Europe . I 
can't exclude it. I do not know how the soldiers will react 
individually-i .e . , their officers . If the revolutionary up
surge begins to resonate in their heads , it could be that some 
of them will leave the service , quit , flee , and present them
selves to German officials , saying, "Take us, give us asy
lum."  You have always had small numbers who have done 
that, but it could become a mass movement . 

On the other hand, they are excellently equipped . They 
are therefore an operative element with which you could do 
a lot against the Poles on their rear flank , and could influence 
Germany . But I do not dare make a hard forecast. I must 
and would like to wait until sources indicate which way the 
majority is tending to go, i . e . , it must be preceded by a 
further marked change in the Russian heartland . 

One thing is sure: These troops would prefer three times 
over to remain in Germany instead of going back home . If 
you had witnessed how these people say their goodbyes , how 
the wives weep, how the officers express their disappoint
ment that they have to go back to Russia, then you could 
believe me that a good number of them, once the revolution 
and the civil war are under way by spring of next year (if it 
gets to that point) , they would rather flee , throw away their 
weapons , and say, "We can't go on . Take us . "  Similar things 
happened with soldiers of the warring powers during World 
Wars I and II when they got to Switzerland. They would flee 
there and say , "Take us in , then we' ll be able to survive . "  
And the same thing can happen here . But I 'm  not sure; it 
could be quite different . There could be divisions that say , 
"Tanks , ho ! And now we' ll show those Poles who calls the 
shots in Warsaw !" 

Q: Before the Polish elections , I had some indication that 
Poland had put an ultimatum forward, that NATO should 
come forward and accept them by January , or else they would 
look for other strategic alliances . And there was another 
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strategic alliance offered by Uhaine earlier, but it was reject
ed . Are there any possibilitiesi for these types of strategic or 
raw material alliances in term� of Ukraine and Poland? 
Scherer: There are indicatiorts in both directions . First, the 
ultimatum is certainly not m�ant seriously , in terms of a 
threat. There are no other alli�nces, and if there were such, 
they would be illusions. I kn0v? from the Ukrainians that they 
are only prepared to seek tem�rary assistance from Poland 
in the event that they-the �estern Ukrainians-are at
tacked. Whether Poland is rea�y to do that , I doubt. 

There exists a certain state pf enmity, or to put it better, a 
state of rivalry between Polanq, the Ukrainians in the south, 
and the Lithuanians in the north. i What is the basis of this? There 
used to be a great Lithuanian �mpire, and there was a great 
Polish empire to which more UIhainians belonged than to their 
own nation. And in view of th�t , I would venture to say they 
would only approach each othtt in a time of dire emergency, 
when actual war had broken ou�. That is possible. 

The ultimatum that they �ould not enter NATO if they 
are not accepted by January , l only tells me that the Poles 
know all too well about the timing they're talking about . That 
is my evaluation-theirs , too; *amely , they have a better feel 
than do the Germans , the Am�ricans,  the French, for which 
way the horses are running iq Russia, and where the next 
meadow will be where they'l l  fraze . 

Q: In the list of the emerging groups in Russia, you men
tioned the red-brown coalition lwhich is growing fast. Could 
you discuss that a little more? ! 
Scherer: It' s  basically a very �trongly fascist train which is 
leaving the station . There are 'fold communists ,"  young and 
old, there are also war veterans i  especially from Afghanistan , 
the so-called Afghantsi . They �ave of course been let down 
by their own country , because �e majority of those returning 
had been severely wounded, �d so are now poor handi
capped people drawing scantt· ensions . Therefore you can 
assume that they will be sustai ers (I know this , too) of these 
extreme groups which are rebe ling . 

The guiding principle of thtse groups is rebellion against 
society . And among them is onb further group which is abso
lutely anti-Semitic , because th�y claim, with no justification, 
that the Jews have always beeb on the side of the criminals 
and those in power. That is absplutely not true: A substantial 
proportion of Russian and Ukr�inian artisans are Jews . You 
can see this in Odessa, you can �ee it in Kiev in the Ukrainian 
region , and you can see it in ¥oscow, St. Petersburg, and 
even in Yekaterinburg (formet1y Sverdlovsk) , only to men
tion a few major regions . Th*s , the anti-Semitic attitude, 
propaganda, and agitation is a thoroughly racist, fascist atti
tude . And you know that the m.ajority of Russian Jews have 
already fled-they have emig�ted, the majority to Israel and 
the next greatest number into Qermany. 

I 

Q: You talked about the first gtoups ,  the communists on the 
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one hand, and the chauvinists on the other, and you talked a 
lot about what they have in common: the anti-capitalism, 
the pro-collectivist mentality , the chauvinism, the anti-west
ern tendency . Aside from the question , perhaps , of the Ortho
dox Church , what are the other major things that separate 
them? 
Scherer: First, the old communists are basically only inter
ested in being readmitted into the leadership elite and in 
rebuilding the old structures. They have plunged from their 
former paradise of perquisites . That is an essential element of 
what motivates them. We see the same in eastern Germany: A 
significant number of former SED [East German communist 
party] functionaries have sworn not to make any statements 
to the courts; they won' t  give up, and they are just waiting 
for the day when Moscow calls them back into service . And 
this group in Russia is likewise waiting to be called, without 
knowing by whom. It is a despairing group on the way down, 
which , if it cannot get anything palpable beyond its own 
wishful dreams , will make up its own illusions . 

That is the essential difference with the Great Russians , 
the nationalists and chauvinists . These don't  want any return 
to the past . Lenin is dead. Marxism-Leninism is a secular 
religion which led them to the firing squad . They want to 
positively intervene and shape society according to their 
ideas , into a dominant group in Europe . Concretely , a sig
nificant portion of them harbor the illusion that they can 
resurrect Great Russia. Another portion would be satisfied 
with just a big Russia, and not a Great Russia. That is an 
important distinction . The common roof I mentioned is the 
attempt to gather together as many forces as necessary among 
old communists , the orthodox-orthodox doctrinaires , not 
churchmen-and on the other side the nationalists and chau
vinists . 

As for the Orthodox Church, it is in the middle of all 
groupings . Their leaders were [KGB] agents , and their top 
functionaries have still not emigrated . They're not very good 
shepherds , and right now are looking around for new alli
ances . The pope has only given a very few ofthem permission 
to show their faces in Rome; the others aren't  allowed to 
come at all . 

The Orthodox Church has two important hierarchical lev
els , which do not correspond to any western archetype . The 
priesthood , which emerged from the Orthodox-Byzantine 
monastic orders , is not educated in a theological university 
sense; rather, they have so-called brotherhood status .  They 
have no specialized education , as do our priests and theolo
gians , but ply their trade close to the people , weaving in 
mystical elements . Above them is a small , elite group of 
church leaders , extending up to the patriarch , and in this 
church there are many intrigues and internal struggles , along
side a convincing zeal unknown to us in the West . I expect 
that a significant portion of the younger generation will go 
back into the church . But this is a long process; one must 
never forget that they all grew up as atheists . 
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Scenarios fot 
• ! RUSSia's futq.re 

by Gen. Paul Albert Scherer (ret. ) , 

The following is a summary of rettzarks made by General 
Scherer at a press briefing at the National Press Club in 
Washington, D . C .  on Sept. 29. For (,l report on the rest of his 
press conference, see EIR, Oct. 8, :1993 "Scherer Analysis 
Sobers Up Washington on Yeltsin Cpup . " 

A sober evaluation of the Russian situation shows clearly that 
Boris Yeltsin , like Mikhail Gorbachpv before him, has failed 
to evaluate the time factor proper�. Yeltsin 's  support for 
reform is praiseworthy , but his pr�gram can no longer be 
implemented . We must establish ..yhat options the Yeltsin 
group, on the one hand, and the western nations on the other, 
have in order to deal with the coming challenges . These 
options can only be established tlnPugh detailed study and 
scenarios . The public has the right tb up-to-date information 
on these issues . 

I 
We can sum up initially by sayiQ.g that there are only two 

options for Russia: dictatorship or �narchy . The democratic 
solution has ceased to exist for the rp.oment . 

The forecasting of these scemujos requires that we size 
up the operative factors and indic*ors . First is the supply 
situation in the cities and the counttyside; second, the exer
cise of power and authority; third , i domestic law and order 
security; fourth , factors influencing:public opinion; fifth , the 
economic and social situation of tht1 various strata of society; 
sixth, the psychological mood regi�n by region , in terms of 
basic outlook; seventh , the short-t�rm psychological situa
tion; eighth , the compelling facto� of time; and ninth , the 
impact of actions by other countrie� on Russia. The evalua
tions are then classified as possibl4 , probable , improbable , 
or impossible . 

The scenarios are as follows: 
1) The Russian population is idominated by lethargy . 

There is no large-scale breakdown df discipline in the Armed 
Forces . Yeltsin wins the elections .  i There is no insurrection 
during the winter. A new constituti�n is approved . After two 
years , the first payments of $50 billi�m are made on debt owed 
to the West; Germany receives $3� billion . The situation in 
the Balkans and the Middle East r�mains calm. In summer 
1 994 , the first stabilization becomeS visible . A mild dictator-
ship under Yeltsin takes hold . : 

Evaluation: Completely impro�able and impossible . The 
suffering due to the Russian wint¢ will stoke a revolution 
from below and the current moodi shift is increasingly ex-
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